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ABSTRACT

Our challenge is the design of a “universal” bit-efficient

image compression approach. The prime goal is to allow

reconstruction of images with high quality. In addition, we

attempt to design the coder and decoder “universal”, such that

MPEG-7-like low-and mid-level descriptors are an integral

part of the coded representation. To this end, we introduce

a sparse Mixture-of-Experts regression approach for coding

images in the pixel domain. The underlying stochastic pro-

cess of the pixel amplitudes are modelled as a 3-dimensional

and multi-modal Mixture-of-Gaussians with K modes. This

closed form continuous analytical model is estimated using

the Expectation-Maximization algorithm and describes seg-

ments of pixels by local 3-D Gaussian steering kernels with

global support. As such, each component in the mixture of

experts steers along the direction of highest correlation. The

conditional density then serves as the regression function.

Experiments show that a considerable compression gain is

achievable compared to JPEG for low bitrates for a large

class of images, while forming attractive low-level descrip-

tors for the image, such as the local segmentation boundaries,

direction of intensity flow and the distribution of these pa-

rameters over the image.

Index Terms— Mixture of Experts, Gaussian Mixture

Regression, Steering Regression, Gaussian Mixture Models,

Sparse Image Coding

1. INTRODUCTION

Image and video compression has been a field of intense re-

search over the last 30 years with tremendous impact on prac-

tical implications [1]. Our goal is the development of an effi-

cient “universal” image coder, in which the format generates a

bit-efficient coded bitstream with excellent image reconstruc-

tion quality – and easy bit-level access to MPEG-7-like low-

and mid-level image features at the decoder [2]. These fea-
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tures are essential for various image processing tasks, e.g.

classification, and image comparison.

Ideally, our compression strategy is designed to intrinsi-

cally support edge-preserving super-resolution enhancement

or downsampling of the decoded images. This calls for space-

continuous and parametric “edge-sensitive” sparse represen-

tations of an image – to allow description and redundancy

reduction in the pixel domain rather than in the frequency do-

main. As such, we drastically depart from established block-

based transform or wavelet domain image coding paradigms

in JPEG and JPEG 2000.

Our approach is motivated by the work on Steered Kernel

Regression (SKR) by Takeda et al [3], which produces excel-

lent edge-preserving results for image denoising and super-

resolution applications. In our own recent work, we adopted

this SKR strategy for an image coder (SSKSC) that is based

on irregular sub-sampling with SKR regression at the decoder

side [4]. For coding, SKR has the particular shortcoming of

having only local support. As such, the level of sparsity that

can be achieved is too limited.

In this paper, we introduce a sparse Steered Mixture-of-

Experts (SMoE) representation for images that provide local

adaptability with global support. This representation drasti-

cally departs from SKR and SSKSC in that the kernels that

are employed are global (hyper-)planes centered in irregular

positions in the image domain. The SMoE representation is

used directly to model the images for coding and not as a

post-processing strategy. This approach is scalable in dimen-

sions, e.g. spatio-temporal, in which motion vectors are made

redundant as these are modelled by space-time correlation

[5]. SMoE crosses the border with the field of machine learn-

ing, as it is closely related to Support Vector Regression [6],

Radial Basis Functions Networks and Artificial Neural Net-

works. These techniques require more computational power

than traditional DCT approaches [1]. However, due to the re-

cent advances, these techniques have become more feasible.

Our coding philosophy is deeply embedded in a Bayesian

framework. Our underlying assumption is that image pixels

are instantiations of a non-linear or non-stationary random

process that can be modelled by spatially piecewise stationary

Gaussian processes. As such, the model takes into account

different regions of the image, their segmentation borders and



edges. We assume that the random process is modelled by a

space-continuous Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). The en-

coder modeling and analysis task thus involves estimating

the parameters of the model. Since we allow the Gaussian

probability distribution functions (pdf) to steer, we enable the

desired steering regression capability. Each 3-D Gaussian

component then acts as an “expert” in its respective arbitrary

shaped image region. All experts collaborate in a Mixture-of-

Experts framework [7], thus one parametric, continuous re-

gression function for the entire image is derived. This SMoE

has the tight structure of a parametric model, yet still retains

the flexibility of a non-parametric method [8].

2. STEERED MIXTURE-OF-EXPERTS

REGRESSION

2.1. Gaussian Mixture Regression

In general, the goal of regression is to optimally predict a real-

ization of a random vector Y ∈ R
q , based on a known random

vector X ∈ R
p. Note that the joint pdf pXY (x, y) ∈ R

p+q

contains all the necessary information that can be known

about the random processes.

Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) are frequently used to

approximate multi-modal, multivariate distributions pXY (x, y).
The parameters can be estimated from the training data by the

Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [9]. We arrive at

Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR) as follows [8]. Assume

training data D = {xi, yi}Ni=1 with joint probability density:

pXY (X,Y ) =

K
∑

j=1

πjN (μj , Rj) =

K
∑

j=1

πjφj (1)

and
∑K

j=1
πj = 1, μj =

[

μXj

μYj

]

, Rj =

[

RXjXj
RXjYj

RYjXj
RYjYj

]

The parameters of this model are Θ = [Θ1,Θ2, ...,ΘK ],
with Θj = (πj , μj , Rj), respectively being the population

densities, centers and covariances. A normal pdf of dimen-

sion p+ q can be factorized as

Np+q

([

μX

μY

]

, σ2

)

= Nq(μY |X , σ2
Y )Np(μX , RXX)

and accordingly

pXY =

K
∑

j=1

πjφY |X
j
(mj(x), σ

2
j )φXj

(μXj
, RXjX,j) (2)

mj(x) = μYj
+RYjXj

R−1

XjXj
(x− μXj

) (3)

σ2
j = RYjYj

−RYjXj
R−1

XjXj
RXjYj

(4)

Notice, that mj(x) is a linear hyper-plane in R
p+q with a

(p+ q)-dimensional slope defined by RYjXj
× R−1

XjXj
, a de-

sired linear steering kernel that provides global support over

the entire signal domain.

A signal at location x is estimated by the weighted sum

over all K mixture components (Eg. 7). Every mode in the

mixture model is treated as an expert and the experts collab-

orate towards the definition of the regression function. Note

that the reconstruction is smoothed piecewise linear. Early

work on compression of piecewise smooth functions in 1D

can be found in [10].

Each expert defines a hyper-plane mj , and a window

function wj , which defines the operating region of the expert.

The hyper-plane mj describes a gradient, which indicates

how the signal behaves around the center of the component

(Eq. 4). The window function wj gives weight to each

sample, indicating the soft membership of that pixel to that

component (Eq. 6). By modeling the correlation between

sample location and amplitudes, our “local” SMoE compo-

nents with “global” support can steer along edges and adopt

regional signal intensity flow, similar to the “local” SKR [3].

Let us define in our special case xi ∈ R
2 as the locations

of the yi ∈ R amplitudes of an image. Regressing the model

is equal to finding the most probable amplitude given a loca-

tion x = [x1, x2] through the conditional pdf Y |X [8]:

pY (Y |X = x) =

K
∑

j=1

wj(x)N (mj(x), σ
2
j ) (5)

with mixing weights

wj(x) =
πjNj(μxj

, RXjXj
)

∑K

i=1
πiNi(μxi

, RXiXi
)

(6)

Note that Eq. 6 corresponds to the softmax function fre-

quently used in artificial neural networks and used to define

the support of the model component. From Eq. 5 and 6

follows the regression function m(x):

Ŷ = m(x) =

K
∑

j=1

mj(x)wj(x) (7)

In general, any (p+q)-dimensional regression can be pre-

formed this way. Thus we could e.g. include color as well

the temporal domain for video sequences into the regression

formula [5], or the angular dimensions for lightfield images.

Note that elements of this regression have previously been

used for the restoration of non-linear degraded images in [11].

2.2. Coding and Extracted Features

Fig. 1 depicts the excellent compression capability of the

SMoE approach for coding a 32x32 pixel crop of Lena at

0.35 bit/sample in comparison to JPEG at same rate. The

SMoE model parameters were quantized prior to reconstruc-

tion to arrive at the designated bit rate. For fair comparison,

the bits required for the JPEG header were subtracted. It is

apparent that especially the edges are reconstructed with im-

pressive quality and sharpness. Fig. 1(d) shows the steering



of the 3-D ellipsoid Gaussian “cigars” components, which de-

fine the mj “global” 2-D steering planes for regression. Fig.

1(e) illustrates steering of the ellipsoids projected onto the 2-

D pixel domain. The respective softmax window functions

dictate how the steering kernel planes are windowed. The

windows overlap adaptively into adjacent image regions and

enable either smoothness of the transition between regions or

abrupt changes. The windows are of arbitrary shape and steer

along edges. Thus, dominant edges are well reconstructed

considering the low amount of components. Fine details and

noise are eliminated which is the result of the very sparse rep-

resentation with only 10 components. Note that the dominant

gradient is very well approximated by only one component.

Since the decoder arrives at a continuous, parametric regres-

sion equation, a super-resolution or downsampled version of

the image with sharp edges at any scale is readily available.

Also notice that the model yields a point-cloud, since for each

component a feature vector is defined. Thus, the model can

be coded using cloud-point coding algorithms. In addition,

the coding format admits a graph representation [12].

Fig. 1 also illustrates that MPEG-7-like image descriptors

are extracted directly from the decoded component matrix co-

efficients and centers. Since the SMoE approach follows a

Bayesian interpretation, a segmentation of the image into K
regions can be easily obtained by deriving the maximum pos-

teriori probability of each image pixel from the window func-

tions wj . The segmentation boils down to determining for

each pixel the most dominant component. In Fig 1, the cen-

ter value of each expert defines the average gray value in the

segment. The intensity flow (local orientation of a compo-

nent) is the principle component of the decoded coefficients

in RXjXj
, and the slope strength is defined as |Sj |, with Sj

being the slope RYjXj
R−1

XjXj
. The orientation of the local

gradient is given by the decoded principle component of Sj .

3. CODING APPROACH

3.1. Modeling

The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is used to es-

timate the parameters Φj = (πj , μj , Rj) for every compo-

nent j [13][14]. The optimization problem is unfortunately

non-convex and converges to a local optimum [9]. In order to

avoid local optima, a sparsification approach involving a split-

and-merge algorithm was used to split undesired components,

while merging two other [15]. In general it is important to ar-

rive at few components in regions that are flat, but a larger

amount in detailed areas. To ensure adequate granularity over

the whole image, it is divided into blocks. Every block re-

ceives a different budget of components. Similar to [4], a

2D-DCT is performed and the spatial activity Ai for block i
is calculated as the normalized squared sum of the first row

and column of the AC coefficients. Note that the modeling is

performed block-wise, but the reconstruction is global.

(a) Original (b) JPEG (c) SMoE

(d) Mixture model (e) Top view (f) Softmaxed

(g) Segmentation (h) Intensity flow (i) Edges

Fig. 1: An example of the modeling with 10 components and

reconstruction of a 32x32 pixel crop from Lena. The decoded

coefficients provide MPEG-7-like functionalities.

Given the average components per block K, and a spatial

activity sensitivity parameter τ , the budget Ki for every block

i is calculated as

Ki = K + round(τ(Ai − E[A])K) (8)

3.2. Quantization and entropy coding

The centers μ = [μX , μY ] are difference coded by defining

a simple path that comprises every component in a greedy

fashion. Start with the component j closest to (0, 0). Find

component k, (k �= j), so that |μj − μk| is minimal. More

advanced techniques from the point cloud coding field exist,

but require signaling the path [16]. Finally, the difference

coded centers are uniformly quantized.

At the decoder side, only RXjXj
and RXjYj

are needed

for reconstruction of the images. RXjXj
is coded as αj , the

angle of the eigenvector placed in the first quadrant, combined

with ej,1, ej,2, the corresponding eigenvalues. The eigende-

composition allows for robust quantization. The 2-D covari-

ances RXY,j are Laplacian distributed and quantized.

The population densities πj are not coded, but estimated

at the decoder side as the mean of the average population den-

sity 1/K and the relative size of the surface defined by the

eigencomponents of RXjXj
:



Fig. 2: Rate-distortion curves

π̂j =

(

1

K
+

ej1ej2
∑K

i=1
ei1ei2

)

/2 (9)

The quantized differences μj’s, RXjYj
’s are Laplacian

distributed - a Laplacian adaptive arithmetic coder is em-

ployed as in [4]. Note that both the modeling and the coeffi-

cient quantization contribute to the approximation error.

3.3. Experiments

For coding experiments the EM algorithm was initialized by

k-means++ with 7 repeats on the same data [17]. The band-

widths were initialized as 1e-3 for RXjXj
and 0.15 for RYjYj

.

Blocksizes Bi were 32, 64 or 128. For the allocation of bits,

the following values were used: for centers μj , angles αj ,

eigenvalues ej and slope covariances RXjYj
ranges [8, 11],

[4, 7], [5, 6], and [5, 9] bits per coefficient were tested respec-

tively. The spatial activity sensitivity parameter τi had the

range [1.5, 1.75, 2, 2.25, 2.5]. A maximum between 5 and 10

split-and-merge iterations were performed per block.

As SMoE is still an immature approach, we compare

against JPEG to show that we achieve results that are at least

in the same ballpark. We found that JPEG-2000 outperforms

SMoE in general. Fig. 2 depicts the rate-distortion results for

test images Lena, Mandril, Cameraman and Peppers, each

512x512 pels. A considerable compression gain is achieved

for bitrates < 0.25 bpp. It appears that the SMoE model

with all steering parameters is, however, too elaborate to

code fine details with high quality. Not surprisingly for im-

age Mandril with its predominately high frequency content,

negligible coding gain is achieved even at low rates. Fig. 3

shows the visual differences between JPEG and the “univer-

sal” SMoE approach for high and low rates. SMoE (27,1 dB)

is able to reconstruct the dominant edges and smooth tran-

Fig. 3: Peppers at 0.14 and 0.45 bpp: JPEG (left), GMR

(right)

sition very well, while JPEG (25.0 dB) suffers from severe

block artefacts at low rates (both at 0.141 bpp). For higher

quality (0.45 bpp) our SMoE implementation achieves 30.1

dB and suffers from the lack of additional components to re-

construct the minor noise-like details, i.e. the model becomes

too elaborate for coding each detail. JPEG achieves 32.7 dB

at 0.45 bpp. Notice that in general the block-based JPEG

coding approach results in block artefacts at low rates, while

the SMoE strategy generates geometrical distortions. This

is easily explained with reference to Fig. 1. More results,

example files, and a MATLAB implementation can be found

on: http://users.elis.ugent.be/˜rverhack

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

SMoE offers an attractive strategy for “universal” coding of

images at low bit rates. At lower rates image quality is supe-

rior to JPEG and SMoE has the advantage that MPEG-7-like

features are embedded in the bitstream. Although in order

to be truly universal, texture information should be added by

using conventional shape adaptive transforms, e.g. 3-D SA-

DCT [18] or ideally embedded in our Bayesian framework.

Further bit rate savings are possible by improving the model-

ing. Too many components are spent on flat regions. Also,

the log-likelihood criteria used in the EM algorithm may not

guide the model towards the intended goal. To overcome this,

posterior constraints should be added to steer the algorithm

[19]. Finally, an efficient more flexible non-blockbased mod-

eling approach could be developed.
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